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About This Content

For the first time ever, the freshly-released EngineX Authoring Tools provide everything you need to create your own mods and
storylines, by using the exact same toolset that the Eurocom team used to create Sphinx and the Cursed Mummy in 2003.

Allowing you to edit final and beta levels, characters and cutscenes to your heart's content.

EuroLand Editor:

 Entities (3D models).

 Textures.

 Surfaces (materials with different blending modes).

 Maps (composed of portals, triggers and other submaps).

 Animations (bone-based).

 Scripts (mainly used for cutscenes).

 Particle systems.

 In-game fonts.
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 Spreadsheets (translations and Excel data).

 Swooshes (speed trails).

Documentation:

 Introduction to EngineX and support materials.

 Sphinx scripting language; used to script map triggers.

 Walkthroughs for the original storyline and removed levels.

Source art assets:

 Every .ELF file used to generate the final game maps and characters.

 Beta versions of the original maps, including unfinished versions of Akaria, Sakkara, Uruk, Heliopolis, Abydos and the
Dark Area.

 Never-before-seen characters and storylines that you can edit, improve and export to create your own content.
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sphinx and the cursed mummy authoring tools

\u00a1Me encanta!
Por fin podr\u00e9 ver los niveles de Akaria y Sakkara.
Much\u00edsimas gracias.
. This is amazing, I can't wait to see what the community comes up with in modding regards. This game never stops surprising
me with it's detail and vast story telling. The developers of the Sphinx and the Cursed Mummy remastered did such a great job..
I am not able to launch the program for the tools. I own a copy of the game from steam and when I try to download the tools, it
just launches the game. Can someone please help? I do reccomend the base game though.. I'm still trying to figure out this
program. It would be nice if it came with a full manual that you could read. I'd love to make mods for this game. it is fun to
mess around with though.
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